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BUSMEA BUZZ
CELEBRATING THE LIFE OF
LORNE WATSON (1919-2010)

Lorne Watson was a man whose
contributions to the Brandon University
School of Music and the music profession
have touched the lives of more people than
anyone can possibly imagine. His vision of
music, and especially music education was
very broad. He felt that there was a
continuum between music in the home,
schools, churches, universities and the
professional world. He definitely thought
of music in a very encompassing way and is
responsible for the success and reputation
of the Brandon University School of Music.

He was very involved in the music profession not only within the city of Brandon, but also provincially,
nationally and internationally. He participated actively in the International Society for Music Education
and did a great deal of research in community schools in Europe. He was very interested in what was
going on internationally.
Although he was very involved with and made great contributions to the areas of performance and
musicology, his career was driven by music education. His attitude was “Once students graduate with a
degree in music education, they become colleagues”. He stayed in touch with many graduates and was
very interested to see what they were doing and the shifts that were happening in the ever-changing
world of music education. He felt it was very important to stay up-to-date with new approaches,
schools of thought, values and technology. He had a strong sense of community that brought all music
teachers together.
Lorne Watson demanded a uniformly high standard in everything that he did. It is because of his
passion for excellence that we enjoy the school we know today. He had a remarkable way of getting
people on board with his hugely persuasive personality. People did not stand in his way and Brandon
University supported him throughout his whole career. The contributions he made to the School of
Music live on through the beautiful recital hall that was named in his honor as well as all the people he
has touched throughout his life. All that the Brandon University School of Music is today is
inconceivable without Lorne Watson and his vision.
As as community of musicians, no matter what our choice of discipline, let us all be inspired by the
initiatives, perseverance and passion that Lorne Watson will always be remembered for in Brandon, and
the world. Thank you, Lorne Watson. - Anna Jardine
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There are many outside influences in our lives
telling us what we need to know to be successful
I hope that the new semester is off to a great start teachers, but the Da Capo Conference is centred
for everyone! While the upcoming semester is a
on what WE, the students, want to know. Another
short one for student teachers, BUSMEA has been reason why I believe in the value of the Da Capo
working hard to implement many different learning Conference is because it is a starting place to
opportunities for members in the form of
foster a meaningful network of colleagues and
workshops, instrument trials, a teacher and
friends. Relationships are built with peers and
student resource room, editions of the BUZZ, a
mentors through exploring common questions,
recital, and of course the Da Capo Conference.
uncertainties about teaching, common interest in
specific topics, and the liberated sharing of failure
The Da Capo Conference is quickly approaching.
and success. As teachers our focus is people,
If you have not yet marked your calendar with the
relationships, learning, and growth – Da Capo can
date, it is scheduled for Saturday, January
offer all of these things!
23rd, 2010 at the QEII Music Building in
Brandon, Manitoba.
Thank you to everyone who has been involved

Greetings Music Educators!

As students, we often find ourselves not only
overloaded with class work, but also with many
different professional development events. We are
consistently informed that every single one is
beneficial for many different reasons. I am sure I
do not stand alone when I sometimes think to
myself – “Don’t I have enough going on in my life
already?! Why is this event different from other
conferences or workshops I could attend? Don’t I
deserve a day off every once in a while?!” The
challenge for us is to sift through the professional
development available, and choose which of the
events are valuable and worthwhile to us
individually.
I like to think that the Da Capo Conference is
unique among professional development
opportunities in that it offers diverse topics,
presenters, viewpoints, and themes all in one day.
Da Capo is run BY students FOR students.

with BUSMEA this term. We appreciate your
support, and are happy to see you out at our
events. Always remember that the BUSMEA
council is here to help you with any questions or
ideas you have about music, education or music
education. We can work to make any idea or
question you have come to life through a
workshop, conference topic, or discussion! We
have quite a few events over the next two months
that we hope you will find valuable and
worthwhile. See pages 8 and 9 for a complete list
of details.
Until next time,

Chloé Plamondon

This edition of the BUSMEA BUZZ formatted by Stephanie Dzubinski.
Edited by Dr. Wendy McCallum.
Cover photo by Eric Roberts.
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THE MUSICIAN’S SOUL BY JAMES JORDAN
REVIEW AVENUE BY ALYSHA KLIPPENSTEIN
The Musician’s Soul, by James
values; I did not realize some of
Csikszentmihalyi’s last point is
Jordan, describes ways for
my values until I could look back also true for me; I would be
readers to get to know their
and observe what I had written
interested to know if other
inner beliefs, also referred to in
about myself in the activities.
readers agree or disagree with
the book as “finding one’s
this statement.
center.” Once the reader finds
In the introduction, Jordan
his/her centre, the book
quotes Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi’s I enjoyed this book in its
describes ways that the reader
characteristics of The Nature of
entirety, and I especially liked
can channel that knowledge into the Creative Being, and I found
reading Jordan’s ideas of where
music making. The Musician’s Soul these to be astoundingly
music really comes from, and
begins each chapter with
accurate. The first point
what is really happening while we
numerous quotes that apply to
Csikszentmihalyi makes of
are conducting an ensemble. The
the chapter’s content. One of
creative individuals is that they
Musician’s Soul changed how I
the first quotes in the book is
“have a great deal of physical
approach conducting, and has
taken from The Courage to Teach, energy, but they are often quiet
challenged me both musically and
by Parker J. Palmer. Palmer
and at rest” (Jordan 13). Of
personally, in ways that I had not
states:
course these are generalizations been challenged before. One of
of creative individuals, and not
my biggest challenges as a
As I teach, I project the condition of every person is going to match
conductor is connecting the
my soul onto my students, my
Csikszentmihalyi’s statements,
emotion that I feel about the
subject, and our way of being
but I can think of people (even
music to the gestures I make that
together […] knowing myself is as
people in the BU School of
will influence the sound of the
crucial to good teaching as knowing
Music) who I would say
ensemble; before I read The
my students and my subject.
demonstrate
this
first
Musician’s Soul I was not aware of
(Jordan 6)
characteristic. In his fifth point,
the challenge that faced me, and
Csikszentmihalyi
says
that
now I continue to look for ways
The Musician’s Soul exposes the
“creative people seem to harbor to improve in this area.
reader to new insights and
guides the reader in methods of opposite tendencies on the
I read The Musician’s Soul last
finding his/her own soul centre. continuum between
extroversion
and
August; coming back to school in
Between chapters one to six,
introversion” (Jordan 13).
September provided the perfect
Jordan creates activities for the
Personally,
I
can
sometimes
be
setting for me to try to apply the
reader to complete, in order to
very outgoing with whoever is
things I had read about. Reading
begin the process of selfaround
me
and
other
times
I
can
this book through once is not
discovery. I found these
be very introverted, even with
enough; the moment I finished
activities to be very helpful and
the
closest
of
my
friends.
The
the last page I reopened the
insightful; I learned things about
tenth, and last point that
book and started again. The
myself through these activities
Csikszentmihalyi
makes
says,
“the
Musician’s Soul, by James Jordan,
that I could not have learned in a
openness and sensitivity of
describes ways for readers to get
classroom or through what
creative
individuals
often
to know their inner beliefs, also
someone else might have told
exposes them to suffering and
referred to in the book as
me. The activities exposed my
pain
yet
also
a
great
deal
of
“finding one’s center.”
musical, spiritual, and professional
enjoyment” (Jordan 14). I know
available for purchase at

Jordan, James. The Musician's Soul. Chicago: GIA Publication Inc., 1999.
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The Manitoba Band Association's Outstanding Administrator Award
honours a current school administrator (Principal,Vice-Principal, Superintendent or Assistant
Superintendent) who has made an outstanding contribution to music education in Manitoba. The 2010
Outstanding Administrator Award was awarded to Mr. Rick Martin, principal of Vincent Massey Collegiate in
Winnipeg, at the MBA's Annual General Meeting on Friday, October 23, 2010. The following introduction
was provided by Jacquie Dawson, one of Vincent Massey Collegiate’s instrumental music educators.
Since his arrival at Vincent
band position was created and
heart rather than the budget
Massey Collegiate in 1998, the
just this fall was officially
line.
band program has received
increased to a full-time position.
extraordinary support and
The band program has also been Rick is not only a leader and
leadership from principal Rick
supported for the past six years provider, but also a father figure
Martin. In terms of course
with Educational Assistant hours. to us all in the band program at
offerings, the program has
Rick’s persistence, prioritizing of Vincent Massey. His undivided
attention to individuals, the
expanded to three grade level
the band program and genuine
respect he shows to both
concert bands with sectionals at belief that music education is
students and staff and how he
each level, three grade level jazz important for the students
appreciates every facet of the
bands each offered for full
walking through the doors of
school community are just some
credit, wind ensemble offered for Vincent Massey Collegiate,
of the ways in which Rick makes
full credit as well as two small
remain the impetus behind his
people feel valued. To put in into
jazz ensembles, each offered for every move.
perspective, Rick is a husband
credit. This extensive and
He is the quintessential leader – and father of four children, and
comprehensive an instrumental
the principal of a school with a
music education could never be guiding with both his mind and
heart at all times. Never is a
student population on average of
realized without administrative
student at Vincent Massey
twelve hundred students.
vision, support and an astute
However, managing his own
awareness of the value of music without a proper instrument.
Students are not prevented from family obligations with his
in students’ lives. Rick has
participating in the program if
Massey family has always been
supported anything and
they cannot afford some of the
one of his most amazing abilities.
everything to do with music
annual expenses. Rick will find a One can always see Rick at the
education in our school, from
way and make it happen. In
girl’s volleyball games, the drama
equipment, facility, scheduling,
terms of scheduling, Rick will sit productions, at student council
and budget to community
for hours on end manually time- events, boy’s hockey
building and relationships.
tabling individual students to
tournaments and at the choral
In the past 11 years Rick has
accommodate their requests and festival. Somehow he manages
approved and supported
meet their needs – always
to make us all his children and he
renovations to the band room,
ensuring that band is slotted in
does so with incredible
the purchase of new and
first. Rick goes beyond the call
efficiency, heart and spirit. In the
improved instruments, the
of duty when it comes to
fall of 2000 we started making
expansion of band courses
meeting the needs of students
annual two-day band retreats to
offered and an increase in
and staff, dictated by his head and Camp Arnes. There have been
staffing. In 2003 an additional .5
nine retreats now and Rick has
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missed his annual visit a mere
two times. He will typically put
in a full days work on Monday,
jump in the car around 5:00 and
make it out to camp in time for
supper and our faculty/student
recital. He makes this annual
visit a high priority and why – to
see the kids. A response to his
genuine desire to connect with
his Massey family, demonstrate to
the students how very important
each and every one of them are
and be part of something he
believes so strongly in.

JANUARY 19, 2010
However, more important than
the tangible things that Rick has
brought to the Vincent Massey
band program are the personal
attributes that make him a leader
to be admired.

accomplishments, sense of
community and everything they
represent in our world today.
He looks at the students and
sees a future full of possibility; a
better world; justice,
righteousness, respect, tolerance
Rick is truly a servant leader. You
and equality. Rick also
can call on him day or night,
understands how music
always find his office door
education is one of the pathways
literally wide open and know
for people coming to better
that no question is too
understand themselves and the
insignificant to ask. He seeks to world in which they live.
understand the person first,
everything else second. Rick is a Rick maintains and asserts a
gifted leader in the area of
philosophy with the student
human relations. He
body at Vincent Massey that the
understands teachers, parents,
opportunities available to them
colleagues and most importantly are privileges, not rights. In a
the students. He sees every
matter of time, the students
situation from the widest lens
embrace and embody this
possible and does not neglect
notion. This understanding is
even the smallest detail. This is
particularly evident in the band
In the past two years Rick has
what sets Rick Martin apart from program and is due in no small
accompanied the three jazz
many. He is for people and about part to the leadership and values
bands on their annual trip to the
people. His presence in our band modelled by the principal.
Bemidji Jazz Festival. A gesture
program is beyond that of a
not expected but extended, as
Rick’s contributions are too
school administrator. He is our
he truly wants to share in the joy
many to count, his dedication
ally, our fan, our confident, our
of the students’ music-making
beyond measure and his affect
ambassador and our friend –
experiences and be there to
most significant. He is not only
demonstrated with actions that
support and celebrate them.
resonate far louder than words. our school leader and supporter
Rick rarely, if ever, misses a band
of music education but someone
At Massey we have all
concert or festival performance.
who prompts us to be better
experienced the feeling of
In the past nine years, he was
each and every day; to realize
finishing a performance and
unable to attend one Optimist
our potential; to make a
looking out into the applauding
Concert Band Festival
difference and to be servant
crowd only to see our very own
performance due to an out of
leaders in our own capacities.
principal front and centre
town engagement but he phoned
Please join me in acknowledging
beaming at the students and in
that very evening just to say hi
Mr. Rick Martin as this year’s
tears. Rick is so genuinely
and see how things went.
MBA Outstanding
moved by their efforts,
Administrator.

“...know that no
question is too
insignificant to ask.”
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Honoured Guests, Fellow Educators and Colleagues:
I am deeply honoured to be recognized today by a group that I hold in such high respect and
admiration. The more I thought about it, the more I was humbled by the significance of the honour.
I’ve had the enviable job of working with some of the finest educators in the world throughout my
career, and I consider the Massey team of Eileen Patterson, then Jacquie Dawson and Bill Kristjanson, to
be outstanding music educators and wonderful human beings.
Almost twenty years ago, when I was the Acting Principal at General Byng School, we organized an
event that became a school mission: to celebrate and balance the mind, the body and the soul in our
work with children at the school. I had the privilege of working with Teresa Lee, who I found to be a
kindred spirit and a huge advocate for the value and power of Music Education.
As music educators, please know how much we value your work on behalf of children day in and day
out, evenings and weekends included! I am being honoured today for what I consider to be a personal
and professional privilege – that is, to witness the incredible interaction of students with each other,
their teachers and their music as they strive to achieve excellence in their sounds and in their souls.
Brahms said that “without craftsmanship, inspiration is a mere reed shaken in the wind”. Haydn said
that “young people can learn from my example that something can come from nothing. What I have
become is the result of my hard efforts”. Mozart touched our hearts with his belief that “neither a lofty
degree of intelligence nor both together go to the making of genius. Love, love, love, that is the soul of
genius.”

I hope that you continue to find
meaning in your life, and that
happiness ensues for yourselves
and all those that you inspire
through your love of music.

As you continue your work with children on Monday, and
with each other this afternoon, I wanted to provide
another context for your work, and I am sure that you will
understand the relation to your life’s work and your love
as music educators.

Recently, I re-read Viktor Frankl’s great work entitled
Man’s Search for Meaning. Viktor Frankl was a survivor of
the holocaust, and of horrors, degradation and death in
several concentration camps in World War II. As he struggled to find the will to live each day, Frankl
discovered that humans are capable of transcending suffering and of finding meaning in their life
regardless of the circumstances. His words had a tremendously powerful impact on me, and caused me
to reflect on my own actions and choices in life. He writes: “Don’t aim at success – the more you aim
at it and make it a target, the more you are going to miss it. For success, like happiness, cannot be
pursued; it must ensue, and it only does so as the unintended side effect of one’s personal dedication to
a cause greater than oneself or as the by-product of one’s surrender to a person other than oneself.
Happiness must happen, and the same holds for success: you have
to let it happen by not caring about it. I want you to listen to what
your conscience commands you to do and go on to carry it out to
Mr. Rick Martin and Jacquie
the best of your knowledge. Then you will live to see that in the
Dawson will be speaking at
long run – in the long run, I say! – Success will follow you precisely
the Da Capo Conference on
because you had forgotten to think about it?” Wow! Not the
January 23, 2010 at 3:40 and
typical message, is it??
4:40 pm.
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My support of music education and of the continued growth of arts education was not something that I
consciously set about to do. I used to have a poster in my office that said “I’d rather do the right thing
than than to do things right”.
Please don’t applaud me when I finish speaking, please applaud each other, for the work that you do
each day with passion, genius and hard work is what we are truly celebrating today.
I hope that you continue to find meaning in your life, and that happiness ensues for yourselves and all
those that you inspire through your love of music. Thank you and have a great afternoon.
Rick Martin (rmartin@pembinatrails.ca; 204-799-4279)

Dr. Deborah C. Poff - a brief biography

Da Capo Conference 2010 Keynote Speaker
Dr. Poff has a PhD from the University of Guelph
in Philosophy, an MA from Carleton University, a
BA (Hons) from Queen’s University and a BA
(Hons) in Psychology from the University of
Guelph.
Dr. Poff became the 14th President and ViceChancellor of Brandon University on August 1,
2009. Dr. Poff came to Brandon following her
successful career at the University of Northern
British Columbia (UNBC). While there she
served as the founding Dean of the Faculty of
Arts and Science as well as the Vice-President
Academic and Provost.
She served in 2004-05 as the Sheldon Chumir
Fellow in Public Policy doing research on ethical
leadership and the future of university
governance.
Dr. Poff co-founded and continues to edit two
international peer-reviewed academic journals,
the Journal of Business Ethics and the Journal of
Academic Ethics.

Research Institute for the Advancement of
Women in the category of “outstanding
contribution to feminist scholarship”.

Her areas of research are: leadership; business
and professional ethics, and healthcare ethics. As
well, she does research on social justice issues
and women’s studies. In 1995, she was awarded
a lifetime honorary membership by the Canadian

Dr. Poff serves and has served on numerous
national and international boards and councils
and is currently the President of the National
Council on Ethics in Human Research. Dr. Poff is
also a member of the Nuclear Waste
Management Organization Board of Directors.
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DA CAPO CONFERENCE 2010
Saturday, January 23rd
Schedule of Events
9:00 AM REGISTRATION
Lobby of QEII Music Building, Brandon University
9:30 AM – 10:30 AM
KEYNOTE ADDRESS

"Learning to Lead and How to Have a Well Worn Life"
Lorne Watson Recital Hall
Presenter: Dr. Deborah Poff, President of Brandon University

10:30 AM – 11:30 AM
Choosing good middle school
repertoire that works

Recording technology: Simple,
productive and educational.

Thrown to the wolves: What I wish
someone had told me about being a
high school choir teacher

Looking for a list of repertoire that will Learn how to use audio recording
work? Kevin and Taylor will share their
technology in a classroom
Passing on valuable and highly practical
list of successful music with you,
without it becoming
pearls of wisdom that I learned the hard
examine what makes the selection
overwhelming! After learning
way so you don’t have to! What they
worth playing, and determine why
some basic techniques in
didn’t tell me in university, my suggested
students like playing it.
recording and editing sound clips, do’s and don’ts, developing your own
you will have a chance to
style and philosophy, and choosing
produce your own recordings!
repertoire.
Please bring instruments.

Taylor Schmidt and Kevin Doell
Room L-04

Graham Dion
Room 2-02

Carolyn Gwyer
Room 1-57

11:40 AM – 12:30 PM
A year at a glance

Using the keyboard in the choir
class: How/when/why/why not?

Your first job interview:
What not to say

I will take you through a month by
This session will operate on the
month break down of the year while
premise that less is more, in terms
Kevin will guide you through a list of
keeping you ahead of the game so that
of providing just the right
questions that numerous school divisions
you don’t get buried by marks, paper
amount of keyboard support
use when interviewing Music Education
work, rehearsals, auditions, trips, and
when beginning new choir
candidates. This will be an interactive
concerts all at the same time. Including repertoire. In choir rehearsals,
session aimed to improve your job
a ‘To Do’ list, building trip budgets, PD the piano can be used as a tool or
interview skills
ideas, and a breakdown of each month. a crutch. This session will prepare
choir teachers to back off the piano
and listen to their singers!

Taylor Schmidt
Room L-04

Debbie McLeod
Lorne Watson Recital Hall

Kevin Doell
Room 1-57

12:30 PM – 1:25 PM - CATERED LUNCH
Room 1-20

Soup and Sandwiches provided by Clemmensen’s Movies and More Deli and Bakery

1:30 PM – 2:30 PM
NEW TEACHER ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION
This will be an open format round table discussion with 3 music educators new to the profession. Topics to be discussed include:
Maintaining a balanced life, things I wish I had done differently in my undergrad, biggest surprises and how I survived them!

Mindy Choy, Karen Luptak, Robert Chrol
Lorne Watson Recital Hall
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2:40 PM – 3:30 PM

“If you can walk you can dance. If you can talk you can
sing.” Music for everyone.

Beyond the Bb blues scale: Teaching improvisation to
your jazz ensemble

Discover teaching strategies and techniques for the
general music classroom incorporating a diversity of
student needs and cultural backgrounds.

With the West Side grade 8 Jazz Ensemble present to
demonstrate, Graydon will talk about many alternatives
and strategies for teaching improvisation to your Jazz
ensemble regardless of age, skill level, and
instrumentation. Topics will include learning by ear,
differentiated instruction, teaching chords, using concepts
to simplify and “improve improv”, involving the rhythm
section, creating arrangements, voice leading, and more!

Marla Fontaine
Room L-04

Graydon Cramer
Room 1-20

3:40 PM – 4:30 PM
THEM: “You want to work here?
You’re doing the high school musical.”
ME: “What’s a musical?”

School Based Band Programs: Hand drumming fundamentals for music
Seizing the opportunity to
educators
create a community within a
*Bring a Hand Drum if you can*
school community

Fifteen years and fifteen shows later,
I’ll share how Neelin High School’s
Through interactive discussion This workshop will provide an overview
Performing & Visual Arts Department
of basic hand drumming techniques for
and sharing, this session will
now chooses, auditions/casts, and
focus on the correlation between educators interested in incorporating
produces top-notch high school
hand percussion into their teaching.
student sense of belonging and
musicals, and even dares to think
the school based band program. Methods of introducing traditional West
outside the Broadway box.
Supported by student voice and African drumming and cultural/historical
contexts into a curriculum will be
anecdotal data, this presentation
will point to the significant role discussed. Practice methods, classroom
that school based music programs exercises, ensemble performance ideas
and educator resources will also be
are playing in shaping the lives of
presented.
our students.

Carolyn Gwyer
Room L-04

Jacquie Dawson and Rick Martin
Room 2-02

Eric Platz
Room 1-20

4:40 PM – 5:30 PM
Where do I start? A survival kit for new
teachers

Sustaining a school based band
or choral program:
Perspectives and
The first year of teaching music can be
considerations.
overwhelming. Learn about survival

Conducting FUNdamentals!

Introduction and review of skills essential
techniques such as planning your year,
working with your administration,
This question and answer session to effective gesture and communication
in conducting.
budgeting and setting up your room.
will provide a forum for
Collect a grab bag of tools to help you
prospective teachers to gain
on your way, including sample year
insight into what is considered in
plans, parent letters, rubrics and report
the hiring process as well as
cards.
other administrative decisions
that affect the sustainability of
a school music program.

Marla Fontaine
Room L-04

Jacquie Dawson and Rick Martin
Room 2-02

Wendy McCallum
Room 1-20

5:30 PM – 6:00 PM
CLOSING SESSION AND CONFERENCE EVALUATION
Lorne Watson Recital Hall
Professor Greg Gatien, and Dr. Wendy McCallum
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BUILDING BRIDGES BY SUZU ENNS
In July, 2009, I was presented with a truly
once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. I was a
member of the International Youth Wind
Orchestra, a highlight of the bi-annual
WASBE (World Association of Symphonic
Bands and Ensembles) Conference. This
year, it was held at the University of
Cincinnati in Cincinnati, Ohio.
The prestigious International Youth Wind
Orchestra (IYWO) is a 50 member
ensemble consisting of musicians from the
ages of 18-25 from across the globe. The
selection process was based upon a CD
audition in January, and those who were
fortunate enough to gain a position were
notified in February. I was thrilled when I
received notification of my acceptance but
was especially excited when I was asked to
be the Eb Clarinettist. This position in a
band is both exhilarating and nervewracking because this little clarinet has the
potential to create havoc with intonation
and balance! Nevertheless, I looked
forward to the challenge.
This year, the musicians of the IYWO had a
unique opportunity. We participated in the
“Three Icons” project; a DVD showcasing
our ensemble and the extraordinary week.
The title of the project refers to the three
iconic conductors whom we had the
privilege of working with; Frank Battisti,
Donald Hunsberger and H. Robert
Reynolds. As well, our program consisted
of pieces by three of the most well known
and cherished composers of wind band
music; Holst, Grainger and Hindemith. It
was a pleasure to prepare this music for
IYWO, much of which I had played
previously in various bands. As well, it was
exciting to prepare for my departure to the
U.S.A. for my first performance on the
international stage with such well-known
conductors!
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International Youth Wind Orchestra World Association of Symphonic Bands and Ensembles Conference

When we arrived to the University of
Cincinnati, my colleagues and I moved into
our dorm rooms and- you guessed it- went
in search of the practice rooms! The first
day, we had to perform in a live audition.
This was to ensure that we were prepared
for the intense week of rehearsals despite
the fact that we had already been reviewed
6 months previous to this with our CD
auditions! This process went smoothly and
I became extremely eager to meet our
conductors for the first time. Many of you
will recognize the names Battisti,
Hunsberger and Reynolds from your
conducting or music education textbooks,
or from their long lists of recordings with
prestigious university ensembles. I was
pleasantly surprised at how “down-toearth” and supportive they were with all of
the students. It was gratifying to know
that, despite their long lists of credentials
and experience, they were excited to make
music and communicate with us. As well, I
was impressed with their willingness to
explore each of the pieces in new detail
and create a unique interpretation.
Although they have studied the pieces
hundreds of times throughout their
careers, each of the conductors
approached the works as if for the first
time. It was exciting to make music with
these professionals and create something
fresh and enriching.
I am eagerly looking forward to receiving
the “Three Icons” DVD, although it is still in
the editing process. All week, we were
filmed during and outside of rehearsal and
performance. This will be an excellent
resource for educators and students and
will be the first of its kind. I feel fortunate
to have been a part of such a unique
project and am glad that I will be able to
revisit my experience when I watch it.
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Throughout the week, we were able to observe many concerts of wind bands from throughout
North America and the world. Something that will always stay with me is viewing The
President’s Own United States Marine Band, undoubtedly one of the finest wind bands in the
world. In particular, I observed a fantastic Eb Clarinet player, whom I had the privilege of
meeting earlier that day after my own performance with the IYWO. Following our concert,
GySgt Michelle Urzynicok approached me backstage and complimented me on my performance
that afternoon. I feel honoured to have met her and seen her play the Eb Clarinet so
wonderfully!
As one of only five Canadians and the only Manitoban at IYWO, I had lots of opportunities to
meet people from the U.S.A. and around the world. I was able to make many personal and
business connections, which is extremely important in the music industry.
I would strongly encourage B.U. students to audition for the next IYWO (2011). It will be
taking place in two years in Taiwan, and will undoubtedly be another extraordinary opportunity!
TECHNIQUES CORNER
RUMINATIONS OF A MUSIC TEACHER BY ALAN EHNES
It's a very ancient saying,
But a true and honest thought,
That if you become a teacher,
By your pupils you'll be taught.
	

-Oscar Hammerstein II, The King and I
My first professional experience as a music teacher was as a “full-time
substitute” in the Chicago Public School system. For six months I taught
instrumental and (mostly) general music at Roswell B. Mason Middle School
on the southwest side of Chicago. It was an eye-opening and, in many ways, a
brutal experience. I learned a lot from my students then that I could have
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learned in no other way. Most of
all, I learned that being a teacher
involved a great deal more than
simply transmitting knowledge
and evaluating the “success” of
the transmission.
The catchment of the school was
among the poorest and most
segregated areas of the city. It
was truly a ghetto. It was in this
environment that I learned to
teach the students, not the
subject. It was also at this time
that I became aware of the
tremendous effect that politics
and subsequent school division
policy has on education and on
teaching. I learned that teachers
must make every possible effort
to control their teaching

“I wasn’t a very good
teacher at that time,
though I tried my best.”

JANUARY 19, 2010
solution was to start recorder
programs in nearby “feeder”
elementary schools. I remained
in this very rewarding position
for two years before returning
to graduate school.
While maintaining my personal
focus on a performing career, it
was at this time that I became
increasingly attracted to private
teaching. I had a number of
private students at schools in the
northern Chicago suburbs where
I also had performing
obligations. I wasn’t a very good
teacher at that time, though I
tried my best. Determined to
improve my understanding and
skills as a private teacher, I made
the thesis for my degree a study
and analysis of the teaching
methodologies of several well
known trumpet teachers/players.
This was a turning point in my
professional career.

My appointment at Brandon
University began in 1973. Then,
as now, Brandon University
My next professional teaching
experience was at Dunton High School of Music students had a
School in Montreal. Dunton was very wide range of backgrounds
and abilities. A highly talented
on the north-east side of the
first year student in my first year
city, and was, in those days, a
magnet school for students from on the job complained to thenDirector Lorne Watson about
nearby Montreal communities
my insistence on transposition
whose parents wanted them to
exercises. I was “called on the
develop or improve English
carpet”, and had to re-evaluate
language skills. Nearly all the
my teaching strategy. My own
students were very fluently biexperience as a student (and
lingual. The grade levels were
beyond) had been to develop as
from grade seven through
an orchestral performer. It was
eleven. Again learning from my
all I did and all I thought about.
students, I found that their
Imagining myself in my student’s
musical backgrounds in
place, and understanding his
elementary school were often
weak, or even non-existent. My goals as a musician helped me to
environments.

	


alter my teaching approach, not
just to him, but to all my
students. As it turned out, that
student has had a very successful
career as a music educator and
still performs very well. And he
is very skilled at transposition.
Also in my first year on the job I
had a Conservatory student, a
sixteen-year-old from a
somewhat distant Western
Manitoba community. This boy
had a God-given talent; he could
really play! I pushed him as hard
as I could. I told him he should
set his eyes on becoming
principal trumpet of the Toronto
Symphony. He was a beautiful
player, a natural trumpeter and a
natural musician. He graduated
from high school and came to
Brandon University with every
scholarship we had – a “full
ride”. He flunked out after one
semester. I’ve had many talented
students over the years, but
none quite like him. I realized
that I had pushed this young boy
from rural Manitoba too hard,
and I like to think I could do
better now with such a student.
My fourth year into the job I had
an entering student who was
very fearful of not being
accepted. He had come to the
Open House and was in constant
contact with me during his final
year of high school, asking
whether he should do this or
that or the other thing. He had
great talent, but also a lot of bad
technical (and musical) habits,
and had had multiple surgeries
on his lips. He was a mess. But
he had a burning ambition to be
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a professional, performing
trumpeter. He now has a
doctorate in trumpet
performance and an international
career as a soloist and chamber
musician. He taught me how far
desire and perseverance can take
you. We remain close friends to
this day.
Shortly after my first Sabbatical I
became a “Suzuki parent”. My
two sons had taken up the
violin, and a Suzuki program had
been established in Brandon. It
was immediately apparent that
my younger son, James, had a
special affinity for the violin and
for music. Observing his musical
development, and doing
everything in my power to
nurture his special gift became a

JANUARY 19, 2010
second career for me. It is hard
to put into words what I learned
from this experience. Mostly it
is humility, and appreciation for
that which cannot be explained.
Music is a language, and for a
very few people, it is their native
tongue.

3. Rhythmic division of the pulse
and the expression of that
division through weight of attack
and length of note is the basis of
musical style
4. Accuracy of pitch in relation to
style is fundamental
5. Music without dynamic
contrast is simplistic and boring
Now in my fourth decade of
6. The affective aspects of musical
teaching, I find I am finally able to expression, whether explicit (i.e.
articulate a few foundational
lyrics) or implicit, are the real
principles of musical learning.
kick. The more you know, the
They don’t really seem so
more you can feel.
profound:
I’m still learning from my
1. Listen for the sound(s) that
students…
you like; be very particular
2. Rhythmic pulse is the very soul Alan Ehnes
of music: pay attention!
Associate Professor
Chair, Applied Department

PERCUSSIVE ARTS SOCIETY INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE BY MELISSA BALLARD
The Percussive Arts Society International Conference (PASIC) was held in Indianapolis, Indiana this past
year with an extensive list of artists and clinicians. This was my first year attending PASIC and I had no
idea how big it was other than the descriptions that I received from a colleague who attended last year.
There were clinics for all percussion instruments as well as FUNdamentals sessions, performances by
professional percussionists and university percussion ensembles, and health and wellness sessions. I
believe that this conference is not just for percussionists; it is to promote percussion awareness and
knowledge.
When you register at the four day conference, they give you a book with all the sessions and artist
biographies, as well a pamphlet with all the times and sessions on it so that one can pick and chose
what one attends. Participants learn about what they want to focus on over the four days.
In addition to FUNdamentals classes, there are labs for auxiliary percussion, snare drum, timpani, mallet
percussion, drum set, and cymbals throughout the conference. I gained a lot from the FUNdamentals
and labs. I learned more about how to play tambourine and other auxiliary percussion in the
Symphonic Accessories Lab, which was led by Christopher McLaurin. These techniques have helped me
with my part assignments in Symphonic Band. There were a lot of demonstrations provided such as
how to do a consistent thumb roll every time, by gluing fine grade sand paper to my instrument. There
were ways to get less head sound while playing, but I don’t really want to glue moleskin to my
tambourine. A group of us also went to the Snare Drum FUNdamentals. I’m not sure how much I
improved by participating in it, but there was a lot of good information for getting the students
interested in what their sticks are doing. The clinician, James Campbell, led us in the Snare
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FUNdamentals; he had us imitate exactly what he was doing. He would throw his sticks in the air and
play a stroke, but not over the drumhead. It was a lot like the game Simon Says, but the style of playing
was definitely more marching style drumming. However, the class was still very informative. There was
also a Symphonic Snare Lab led by Nicholas Ormrod. This lab was about how different snare drums
have different sounds and that different sounds are needed in different venues and pieces. It was also
explained how the depth and material of the shell can affect the sound you get.
As for ensembles, seeing a Gamelan ensemble from the University of Illinois was amazing. I bet most
people have never actually seen these instruments or heard them in a live performance. The sound is
amazingly different from normal percussion instruments.
The timbre of these instruments is such a shimmery sound.
Watching the ensemble play shows the technique used to
play, which looks quite difficult. The ensemble members
appear to play with only one hand and the other appears to
dampen what they had struck. Other ensembles at the
conference included The University of North Texas
Percussion Ensemble, Amores Grup De Percussio’, The Fujii
Trio, and Ju Percussion from Taiwan.
Seeing Benny Greb, a drummer from Germany, was inspiring.
When students have had a negative experience with their
instruments, it takes something really significant to get them
playing again in a way where they are engaged. The artists
are very humble and want people to learn. The artists want
to give people ideas; they want to share their story with
others because it is the little things that they did that got them to where they are. As for mallet
percussion, when I met Nebojsa Zivkovic and heard him play, it was such a positive experience. Seeing
the energy and dedication that these artists have for their art form and hearing the reasons that they
play the way they do inspires me to be a better percussionist.
I’m just going to make a quick reference to the vendor’s room. If you are looking for any kind of
equipment, PASIC is the place to look. You can try every piece of equipment possible there, and that
means everything. Sticks, mallets, and instruments are all on display; you can try them all as long as you
stay within the noise level restrictions. By trying everything you can more easily find the sound you
like. Since it is sometimes difficult or awkward to get percussion gear in Canada, it is overwhelming
how much is being developed and how many different sounds all of them have.
The Percussive Arts Society museum was also a very interesting place to visit. The Rhythm Discovery
Center is all about the history of percussion instruments. Seeing all the older instruments was
amazing; the museum also included new instruments that you could try in some of the displays. I have
never seen a drum head as big as the one in the museum; it was approximately eight feet in diameter. I
also saw a marimba that was probably as high to the keyboard as I am tall. The most entertaining part
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of the museum was the hands-on
activities. At the conclusion of
the tour there was a room full of
every kind of percussion
instrument, and you could try
them and just “jam out” with
whoever you were with.
I found that going to PASIC was
such an informative experience.
I learned so much and had a lot
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of fun with all of the other
people in my studio. To attend
the conference you do need to
be a member of the Percussive
Arts Society, but the
membership is inexpensive. On
the Percussive Arts Society’s web
site (www.pas.org) you have
access to all kinds of teaching
tools and ideas. I will definitely

be going back to PASIC next
year because this conference was
probably one of the most
positive musical experiences I
have had. The 2010 conference,
November 10-13, will again be
held in Indianapolis, Indiana at
the Indiana Convention Center.

BUSMEA Upcoming Events…
Da Capo Icebreaker Games
Meet and Greet with peers to get to know each other
before the conference!
Date: Friday, January 22, 2010
Time: 7:00 PM
Location: Student Lounge, QEII Music Building
The Da Capo Conference
A full day professional development conference designed
to enrich the learning of student music educators! All
welcome!
Date: Friday, January 23, 2010
Time: 8:00am – 6:00pm
Location: The QEII Music Building,
Knobs
Brandon University Performance Students Brady Allard
and Dan Pegus will share with us the mysteries of
successfully using the “knobs” on electrical equipment.
Date: Tuesday, January 26th, 2010
Time: 7:15 PM - 9:00PM
Location: Rm. 2-02 QEII Music Building
BUSMEA Recital
A night to celebrate our love of music-making. Featuring
BUSMEA members!
*Reception to follow
Date: Friday, February 26th, 2010
Time: 8:00 PM
Location: Lorne Watson Recital Hall
	


Budgeting in Your Elementary Classroom, Band Classroom
and Life
Three separate sessions focusing on the overwhelming
task of budgeting in life after graduation, in your
elementary classroom, and in your band classroom
Date: Saturday, January 30th, 2010
Location: Rm. 2-02 QEII Music Building
Session One: Budgeting for life - Sheelagh Chadwick,
Professor of Music Education, Brandon University
Time: 10:00 am – 11:00 am
Session Two: Band Classroom Budgeting with Eric
Marshall, Coordinator of the Arts, St. James Assiniboia
School Div.
Time: 11:15 am – 12:15 pm
Session Three : Elementary Classroom Budgeting with
Julie Phillips, K-6 Music Teacher, Ecole New Era
Time: 1:00 pm – 2:00 pm
Fall in Love with Student Model Instruments
This “come and go” session with Industry Specialist Tricia
Howe from Long and McQuade Music, will give you the
opportunity to experiment with, play, and ask questions
about all student model woodwind instruments supplied
by Long and McQuade Music. Also there will be a Teacher
Resource Room set up for you to purchase books and other
teaching materials!
Date: Friday, February 12, 2010
Time: 9:00 am – 2:00 pm
Location: Rm. 1-08 (Board Room), QEII Music Building
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The Brandon University Student Music Educators Association Presents:

Da Capo
Conference

Saturday January 23, 2010
Brandon University Queen Elizabeth II Music Building

The Da Capo Conference is a one-day professional

development event that includes workshops and seminars
designed to enrich the learning of music educators.

Registration forms available through the
Brandon University Music Office.
(204) 727-9631
Please email BUSMEA to pre-register.
busmea@brandonu.ca
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